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Abstract. The aim of the present work is to assemble extracellular matrix components onto poly (L-lactic acid) (PLLA)
films using layer-by-layer (LBL) depositing method to enhance the cell-material interaction. To introduce charges onto the
hydrophobic and neutral PLLA surface so that the electronic assembly can be processed, poly (ethylene imine) (PEI) was
covalently bonded to modify the PLLA films. Positively charged collagen I (Col I) was then deposited onto the aminolyzed
PLLA film surface in a LBL assembly manner using hyaluronic acid (HA) as a negatively charged polyelectrolyte. The PEI
modification efficiency was monitored via X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements. The results of Surface
Plasmon Resonance (SPR) and Water contact angle (WCA) monitoring the LBL assemble process presented that the
HA/Col I deposited alternately onto the PLLA surface. The surface topography of the films was observed by Atomic force
microscope (AFM). In vitro osteoblast culture found that the presence of Col I layer greatly improved the cytocompatibility
of the PLLA films in terms of cell viability, cell proliferation and Alkaline Phosphatase (ALP) expression. Furthermore,
osteoblast extensions were found to be directed by contact guidance of the aligned Col I fibrils. Thus, these very flexible
systems may allow broad applications for improve the bioactivity of polymeric materials, which might be a potential application for bone tissue engineering.
Keywords: biocompatible polymers, layer by layer, type!I collagen, hyaluronic acid, osteoblast

1. Introduction

Specially designed three-dimensional biomaterials
provide one of the fundamental tools to shape and
guide the tissue development in vitro and in vivo.
Modern biomaterials for tissue-engineering applications must possess excellent biocompatibility,
easily processed to have a variety of configurations,
mechanical strength that needed for the creation of
macroporous scaffold that will retain its structure
after implantation as well as appropriate biodegradability. They should also provide the necessary
physical and chemical cues to guide cell attachment, growth and differentiation to finally obtain a
three-dimensional tissue [1, 2] in which surfaces play
an important role in a biological system for most bio-

logical reactions occurring at surfaces and interfaces [3]. Thus, the development of biomaterials for
tissue engineering is to design a material with relatively high mechanical strength and create perfect
surfaces which can provoke specific cellular
responses and direct new tissue regeneration. However, few scaffolds can fit all of these qualifications.
Among the variety of biomaterials used in the biomedical field, poly (L-lactic acid) (PLLA) is one of
the polymers most widely employed for the regeneration of different tissues or organs, like bone [4,
5], cartilage [6] and skin [7], because of its relatively good mechanical and manufacturing properties. However, the biomedical applications of PLLA
are hampered to a certain extent by its high hydro-
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phobicity and lack of physiological activity [8, 9]. It
has been shown in a number of studies that PLLA
does not provide a favorable surface for cell attachment and proliferation due to lack of specific cellrecognition signals [10]. Since implants and tissueengineering scaffolds interact with the biological
environment via their surface, modification of the
outermost part of materials may be sufficient to tailor its biocompatibility, while the bulk properties of
the material are maintained [11]. However, the high
hydrophobicity of PLLA material has made it difficult to get a stable biomimetic coating of hydro philic natural biomacromolecules, and the lack of
reactive side-chain groups to covalent cell-recognition molecules to PLLA molecules has limited its
further application in tissue engineering and other
biomedical areas. Though different strategies have
been proposed [12, 13] like coating [14], plasma
treatment [15], and entrapment [16], very few examples have considered assembling homogenously
extracellular matrix components onto the PLLA film
or scaffold. Therefore, how to introduce functional
groups or molecules to polyester surfaces, which
ideally adjust cell/tissue biological functions,
becomes more and more important.
In nature, the biological world is built up via precise
self-assembly of biomacromolecules. It provided a
great inspiration for researchers to explore an engineered scaffold via macromolecules self-assembly
[17, 18]. Layer-by-layer (LBL) electrostatic selfassembly (ESA) of polyelectrolytes constitutes a
novel and promising technique to modify surfaces
in a controlled way [19, 20]. This technique allows
the build-up of thin films simply by the alternating
deposition of polyanions and polycations to modify
polymer surface and reconstruct ECM environment
on biopolymer surface [21, 22]. The ideal cell-carrier scaffold should probably mimic the naturally
occurring environment in the cell matrix, for bone
which is composed of collagen, especially type I,
proteoglycans and hydroxyapatite. These biomacromolecules form physically or chemically crosslinked networks, regulating the expression of phenotype of the osteoblast and supporting osteogenesis both in vitro and in vivo [23, 24]. Therefore,
many natural extracellular matrixes (ECM)-like
macromolecules, such as hyaluronic acid (HA) or
collagen, have been incorporated into the 3-D scaffolds for bone regeneration [24–26].

Herein we describe the assembly of ECM components onto the biodegradable PLLA using LBL
assembly technique to enhance the cell-material
interaction after PEI modification. HA and Col I
were chosen as the building blocks to build biomimetic layers on the PLLA films. Col I, an important ECM component of native bone tissue, has been
verified as possessing osteoprotective ability [24,
25]. Moreover, it is positively charged in solution
below isoelectric point [26], which allows Col I to
be used as a polycation in a LBL assembly system,
on which various polyanions can be adsorbed. In
addition, HA is a major component of the extracellular matrix and of the synovial fluid, is also a negatively charged polyelectrolyte which has been
used widely in a LBL assembly system [26, 27].
Therefore, Col I and HA were chosen as the polymer combination because of both the cytocompatibility and the layer stability in culture medium (pH
7.4) [26]. This work concerns the construction of
assembly films with HA and Col I on the PEI modified PLLA film surface via LBL deposition. The
culture of osteoblast in vitro showed that the cytocompatibility of the modified PLLA was improved
obviously. In addition, osteoblast cells spread well
in an aligned morphology and higher ALP expression only on the Col I terminated films. Therefore
the ability to construct ECM-based films on PLLA
may be a potential application for bone tissue engineering.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Materials
Poly-L-Lactide (PLLA, P), (MW 100,000 with a viscosity of 2.3 dL/g) was obtained from Shandong
Institute of Medical Instruments, China. Hyaluronic
acid (HA, H, 1000 kDa) was obtained from Shandong Freda Bio-Chemical Co., Ltd, China. Poly (ethylene imine) (PEI, P) (MW 250 000 g/mol) was from
Sigma, St. Louis, MO. N-(3 Dimethylaminopropyl)N!-ethylcarbod- imide hydrochloride (EDAC) and NHydroxy-Succinimidr (NHS) were obtained from
Aldrich, China. High glucose DMEM and fetal calf
serum were from Hyclone, China. 0.25% trypsinEDTA was purchased from GIBCO, China. Osteoblast
was supplied by Guangzhou First Affiliated Hospital of Jinan University. All other chemicals and
reagents used were of analytical grade.
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2.2. Extraction and purification of collagen
type I
Tail tendons were obtained from adult white rats.
After pre-treated with 75% ethanol for 30 min, rat
tail tendons were kept in 0.05 M Tris-HCl buffer
(pH = 7.5) for overnight. Then the chopped tendons
were transferred and partially dissolved in 0.5 M
acetic acid (HAc) for 3 days. Pepsin was then introduced into the above solution at a ratio of 10:1 (w/v)
and kept stirring for another 5 days under 4°C. The
obtained solution was filtered with cloth to remove
the insoluble impurities and then precipitated out
using 0.7 M sodium chloride (NaCl); under acidic
conditions, this concentration of NaCl has been
shown to precipitate collagen types I–IV [28]. The
collagen protein was collected via filtration and redissolved in 0.5 M HAc, followed by thorough dialysis against 0.5 M HAc. The final dry products were
obtained by freeze-drying.
2.3. Fabrication of PLLA films
PLLA powder was dissolved in dichloromethane
with magnetic stirring to obtain a homogenous
1.5 wt% solution, and then kept still for 10 minutes
to remove the bubbles. Afterwards the solution was
cast into a glass culture dish in a fume hood at room
temperature. Plastic wrap was introduced to cover
the dish to prevent fast evaporation of the solvent.
After evaporation of the solvent, the translucent
PLLA films with the thickness of 5 µm were taken
out from the dish and cut into discs with the diameter of 14 mm.
2.4. Surface modification of PLLA with PEI
The two-step activation method was used for surface functionalization of PLLA, which has been
described previously [29] and with some modification. Briefly, PLLA films were kept in 0.1 M NaOH
for 20 min and then washed by distilled water and
immersed in ethanol/water (1:1, v/v) at room temperature for 30 min to clean organic residue. After washing, the PLLA films were transferred into EDC and
NHS (3 and 5 mg/mL, respectively, pH = 6.0) aqueous solution for 30 min under constant shaking.
After rinsing with a large amount of water, films
were dipped in 10 mg/mL PEI (pH 7.4) solution and
kept shaking for 5 h at 40°C before being cleaned
and dried.

2.5. Surface snalysis of PEI-modified PLLA
The surface chemical composition of PLLA film
before and after PEI treatment was investigated by
X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS). XPS spectra of the samples were acquired on an ESCALAB
250 XPS spectrometer. High resolution spectra of
C1s, O1s, and N1s peaks were also recorded and
used to quantify the chemical composition of polar
groups on the surface of the PEI-treated films by
deconvolution and curve-fitting of the peaks.
2.6. Build up of the polyelectrolyte
multilayered films (PEMs)
Col I (5 mg/mL in 0.2 M acetic acid) and HA
(5 mg/mL in MilliQ water) were used for Zeta potential measurement, which was determined with a Zetasizer Nano-Zs. Before each measurement, stored
Col I and HA solution were adjusted to different pH
value in Hepes-NaOH buffer (pH = 6.5). Measurements were carried out in triplicate at 25°C on three
independent preparations. According to the Zeta
potential results (Table 1) we chose pH = 5 as the
working solution, as Col I easily forms fibers in a
relative high pH value [30]. Then the LBL assembly
processes were carried out as the following steps
(the schematic illustration was shown in Figure 1).
Table 1. Zeta potential of Col I and HA under pH = 5; results
are the means±SD of three independent experiments
Samples
Zeta potential [mV]

HA
–50.07±8.42

Col I
24.73±1.10

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the surface modification
strategy of PLLA, a) PEI modification of PLLA,
b) build-up of polyelectrolyte multilayer
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First, the films were immersed into HA (1 mg/mL in
MilliQ water, pH = 5) aqueous solution for 15 min
following with MilliQ water (pH = 5) washing. Then,
the films were placed into the Col I solution (1 mg/mL
in 0.2 M Hac, pH = 5) for 20 min, following by
MilliQ water (pH = 5) washing in a row. By repeating those steps, multilayers were built up to 10 and
11 layers, which abbreviated as PP(HC)5 (PLLA
substrate modified with PEI plus 5 bilayers of HA
and Col I) and PP(HC)5H (PLLA substrate modified with PEI plus 5 bilayers of HA and Col I plus
HA); the PLLA film and PLLA film modified with
PEI were abbreviated as P and PP respectively.
Finally, the films were dried with flow of nitrogen.

2.7. Characterization of PEM formation by
surface plasmon resonance (SPR) and
water contact angle (WCA)
measurements
The construction process of the PEM was monitored by SPR (IBIS Technologies B.V.) and static
WCA measurements. SPR is based on the detection
of changes in the refractive index (RI) at the goldliquid interface of the SPR gold sensor surface
caused by the adsorption of molecules. The resulting change in the SPR angle shift [m°] is proportional to the mass (") of adsorbed molecules on the
surface as shown by Equation (1) [31]:
122 m° # 1 ng/mm2 (")

(1)

Hence, subsequent adsorption of layers should lead
to a step-wise change in angle shift, which demonstrates multilayer formation. To detect PEM formation, the sensor used here was spin-coated with an
ultrathin layer of PLLA at first. After chemical modification with PEI as described above, the sensor was
mounted on the prism. Shift in resonance angles
from 10 regions of interest defined on the sensor
surface were recorded using the SPR software. LBL
assembly on PEI-modified sensor was not started
until a stable basal curve was obtained. HA solution
was flowing over the sensor surface for 15 min,
then MilliQ water (pH = 5) was used to rinse for
3$5 min times. Col I solution was used for another
20 min before rinsed again with MilliQ water (pH =
5). This process was repeated several times. The
assembly process was monitored in-situ by angular
scan mode; the averaged value of angle shift was
given by the software of the device.

WCA measurement was performed using a sessile
drop method with an OCR 15 plus device from Dataphysics, (Filderstadt, Germany). Water drops with
a volume of 1 µL were placed onto the sample which
was fixed on a cover slide with double-side tape. 5Point measurements once a water droplet contacted
the sample surface for 15 seconds were performed
at positions selected randomly. Thereafter, the contact angles were determined with specific software
and the average value of the 5-point measurements
was regarded as the contact angle of the samples.

2.8. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) analysis
The surface morphology of the PLLA films was
obtained by AFM in the tapping mode. AFM measurements were performed in ambient conditions at
room temperature using an Auto Probe CP Research
AFM (Thermo Microscopes Inc., Sunnyvale, CA,
precently named Veeco Instruments). Images were
scanned using a tip with typical spring constant of
3 N/m, a resonant frequency of ~80 kHz (MPP21123, Veeco Instruments). The scan area was 5$5
and 2$2 µm respectively. Image processing and
data analysis were performed using Proscan Image
Processing Software Version 2.1 provided with the
instrument.
2.9. Osteoblast culture
Osteoblast isolated from the skull of 1–2 day newly
born SD rat was used for cell culture experiments in
vitro. The cells were grown in culture petri dishes
(100 mm) with high-glucose DMEM medium supplemented with 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum (FBS).
Cell culture was maintained in an incubator equilibrated with 5% CO2 at 37°C. Cells after almost confluent were washed once with sterile PBS and followed by treatment with 0.25% (w/v) EDTAtrypsin for 5 min at 37°C. Cells were harvested and
resuspended in culture medium after centrigugation
for 5 min at 1000 r/min. Before cell seeding, the P,
PP, PP(HC)5 and PP(HC)5H films were placed into
the 24 well tissue culture plates (TCPS, 24 Well)
and sterilized by 75% ethanol and then were incubated in PBS for 1 day to exchange the ethanol and
further were exchanged with cell culture medium
overnight. Next, 1 mL of osteoblast suspension
(2.5·104 cells/mL) was dropped directly onto the
surface of the films. Media was changed every two
days during this experiment.
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2.10. Cell viability and proliferation
The control and the modified P films were placed
on the bottom of TCPS. Live/dead staining was carried out to evaluate cell viability using Calcein-AM
(live cell: green) and Propidium Iodide (dead cell:
Cell viability 5

red) staining reagents kit (abcam, Hongkong) at 3 and
5 days with a seeding density of 2.5·104 cells/well.
The cell viability was calculated according to Equation (2) (n = 3):

number of green2stained cell
number of green2stained cell 1 number of red2stained cell

Where the green-stained cells presented live cells
and the red-stained cells represent dead cells.
The cell proliferation ratio was assessed by MTT
(3-(4, 5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2, 5-diphenyl tetrazolium bromide) assay. After incubated for 2, 4, and
6 days with a seeding density of 2.5·104 cells/well,
20 µL MTT solution was added to each well and
then incubated at 37°C for 4 h. Thereafter, 200 µL
dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) was added after supernatant medium was removed and the absorbency
value (OD value) was recorded at a wave length of
490 nm.

2.11. Cell distribution and morphology
observation
To observe the morphology of the osteoblast, the
samples were transferred into new 24 well plates,
rinsed three times with PBS (5 min/times), and followed by fixing with 2.5% glutaraldehyde (GA) at
4 °C for 30 min. After thoroughly rinsing with PBS,
samples were gradiently dehydrated by ethanol and
freeze-dried. Thereafter, samples were coated with
gold for SEM observation.
To further observe the cell cytoskeleton distribution
under laser confocal scanning microscope (CLSM),
the cell-films constructs were taken out from the well
plate and fixed for 15 min with 3.7% formaldehyde
in PBS. After properply rinsed with PBS, the cells
were permeabilized with 0.5% (v/v in PBS) Triton
X-100 for another 15 min. After rinsing twice again
with PBS the non-specific binding sites were blocked
by incubation with 3% non-fat dry milk in PBS at
4°C for 1 hour. Filamentous actin was stained by
incubatation with rhodamine-conjugated phalloidin
(Biotium, USA) for 30 min in darkness at room temperature. Samples were followed by incubation with
DAPI (Invitorgen, USA) for 10 min at 37°Cto visualize the Nuclei.

(2)

2.12. Alkaline phosphatase (ALP) activity test
ALP is known to be associated with bone metabolism and differentiation of osteoblasts. To assay for
ALP activity, cells were cultured on films for 7 and
14 days at an initial seeding density of
2.5·104 cells/well. At harvest, cell layers were washed
with PBS and a volume of 200 µL of 0.2% Triton
X-100 was added to each well to study the lysis of
cells. The total intracellular protein content in the
cell lysates was measured spectrophotometrically
using a BCA protein assay (Nanjing Jiancheng Bioengineering Institute, China) according to the manufacturer's instructions. ALP activity was assayed
as the release of p-nitrophenol from p-nitrophenyl
phosphate using a commercial kit (Nanjing Jiancheng
Bioengineering Institute, China). Aliquots of the
same solutions used for calculating total protein
content were assayed for measuring ALP activity.
Results were expressed as ALP activity (U/gprot)
normalized by the total protein content.
2.13. Statistics
All data are represented as mean values±standard
deviations (SD). Statistical analysis was performed
using origin with ANOVA test (One way). The number of samples has been indicated in the figures and
table captions. Statistical significance was considered for P<0.05 (*), P<0.01 (**) and P<0.01 (***).

3. Results and discussion
3.1. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)

XPS is an effective method to characterize the
chemical composition of surfaces. For plain PLLA
(Figure 2a), two peaks appeared in the XPS survey
spectrum, which could be assigned to the elements
carbon and oxygen. After PEI modification (Figure 2b), a new nitrogen peak emerged. The quantities of different elements for the PLLA modifica-
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Figure 2. XPS survey spectra for different PLLA surfaces and fitting analysis of the C1s and O1s spectra to quantify the different functional groups at the surface of plain PLLA and PEI-PLLA, a) XPS survey spectra of different PLLA
surfaces, b) C1s spectra of PLLA, c) C1s spectra of PEI-PLLA, d) O1s spectra of PLLA, e) O1s spectra of PEI-PLLA
Table 2. Atomic percentages on the surface of different
PLLA samples obtained from the XPS measurements
Sample
P
PP

C
[%]
58.18
60.16

N
[%]
0.17
2.85

O
[%]
41.58
36.27

tion are listed in Table 2. These data are a further
proof for immobilization of PEI onto PLLA films.
Curve-fittings of high-resolution spectra for the different elements on blank and PEI-modified PLLA
surface are shown in Figure 2. For C1s core level
spectrum, PLLA contains three peaks at binding
energy (BE) of 284.78, 286.83, and 288.91 eV,
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which was attributed to the C–H, C–H2 or C–H3
binding, C–O and C=O or COOH groups respectively, in correspondce well with the chemical structure of PLLA. After modification by PEI, a new
type of carbon bond, attributed to the C–N binding
appeared, it can be ascribed to covalent binding
from PEI amino groups to carboxylic groups of
PLLA.
For O1s core-level spectra, there are two types of
oxygen bonds on blank PLLA, which was ascribed
to –C–O–C– or C=O bonds. After the chemical
reaction between the carboxylic groups and the
amino groups, the content of C=O bond decreased
due to replacement by the amide bond, which is
confirmed in Figure 2.

3.2. Multilayer formation
To assemble extracellular matrix components onto
the surface of PLLA film to improve its cell affinity,
HA and Col I are used as the building blocks to cover
the PLLA films with a multilayer thin coating. The
HA/Col I alternate deposition for individual layers
on PLLA film was monitored in situ with the SPR.
The SPR technology allows time-resolved monitoring of dynamic processes and is therefore also an
attractive alternative method for ultrathin film characterization.
The adsorbed mass (Equation (1)) of polyelectrolytes after washing was presented by SPR measurement (Figure 3). The multilayer growth seemed
to be linear in all cases. It must be pointed out here
that the collagen deposition behaviour was some-

what different from that of HA. For HA, a slight
increase was recorded immediately after the introduction of HA to the analytical chamber, due to the
negative charged HA adsorbing on the aminolyzed
positive charged PLLA film surface through electrostatic attraction. After washing a little increase
indicates that there was a mass increase after the
washing procedure, as the HA is known to be highly
hydrophilic and is able to bind large amounts of
water [32], so the mass increase may be due to the
trap of water in HA. Similar trend was found in the
Col I formation on the surface except that there is
mass decrease after the washing step. Overall, it can
be obviously observed in Figure 3 that the adsorbed
mass increased dramatically with the layer deposition.
Static WCA measurements have been widely applied
to determine the change of terminal layer composition during assembly of multilayers and were used
here to study wettability after the deposition of each
layer. Figure 3 presented that, after modification of
PLLA with PEI, a slight drop in WCA value occurred.
During the first modification step with HA, there is
a drop occurred while after again the adsorption of
Col I, a slight increase in WCA was appeared. Thereafter, a regular multilayer formation process was
observed indicated by oscillation of WCA with a
continuous drop. The alternating contact angles
between HA and Col I layers contributed to the
change in the composition of the terminating molecule layer. Since pure Col I films have been characterized as quite hydrophobic (WCA # 110°) [33],

Figure 3. Accumulated mass during multilayer formation up to 11 layers calculated from SPR and changes of WCA during
the multilayer formation). (0–11; 0 = poly (ethylene imine), all odd numbers = HA and even numbers = Col I).
(The procession is based on the alternating adsorption of oppositely charged HA and Col I onto a positively
charged pre-modified PLLA substrate), a) accumulated mass calculated from SPR, b) WCA value during the multilayer formation
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while HA as hydrophilic (WCA # 30°) [34]. The
difference in WCA between the layers indicated a
dominance of either HA or Col I in the outer layers
after the corresponding coating step. Overall, the
change of the WCA indicated that the hydrophilicity of the PLLA surface was greatly increased by modification with the alternate deposition of HA/Col I.

arranged in complex three-dimensional arrays, often
in an aligned manner to fulfill certain biomechanical functions. This aligned collagen fibrils organization in vitro has proved to impact cellular function, including adhesion, orientation, proliferation
and differentiation [35, 36].

3.4. The cytocompatibility of the modified
PLLA films
The alternatively deposition of HA and Col I onto
the PEI modified PLLA films provided the possibility of improving the film’s cytocompatibility. Firstly,
osteoblast culture was performed to assess the cell
response to the modified PLLA films as a function
of layer number. The results show that all the modified PLLA films could effectively increase the cell
proliferation (Figure 5) and viability (Equation (2))
(Figure 6 and Table 3) compared with the control
PLLA film. An overall improvement in the cell–
material interaction was achieved when Col I sup-

3.3. Atomic force microscope (AFM)
AFM measurement presented the surface morphology of the P (a, b) and PP (HC)5 (c, d) film as shown
in Figure 4. Results showed that there was no significant feature on the surface of the PLLA film
while after the alternate deposition of HA/Col I, the
topography displays large and long fibers whose
width ranges from 100 to 120 nm and which were
several micrometer long. These fibrils are tightly
entangled into networks in a large scale (Figure 4c)
while assembled to an aligned form in a relative
small scale (Figure 4d). In vivo, collagen fibrils are

Figure 4. AFM image of the P (a, b) and PP(HC)5 film (c, d)
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plied as the outermost layer. In particular, the cell
proliferation ratios on the Col I terminated films
were greatly improved, with values more than that
of TCPS. The highest cell viability (shown in Table 2)
also observedon the Col I terminated films. This
could be attributed to the uniform Col I coating formation on the surface, a previous study found that
Col I enhanced HOS proliferation [37]. Therefore the
presence of native, fibrils structure of the Col I coating layer contributed significant to the improved
cytocompatibility of the PLLA film.

only achieved on the Col I terminated films. In
addition, on the Col I terminated films, SEM micrographs of the cells showed cell projections and extensions. Those cell extensions seemed to be in a regular way, which might be created by the contact
guidance of the Col I fibrils. In contrast, cells on
other groups showed a randomly extension.
A similar conclusion could be made after observation by CLSM (Figure 8). Figure 8 shows that most
of the osteoblasts on the control PLLA film spread
not so well and seemed to shrink. In the other three
groups, cells maintained their typical morphology,
while the cellular morphology was different in different groups. Numerous well defined actin filaments were observed in PEI modified and HA ended
samples, and interestingly, actin filaments extended
in irregular directions in both groups, while more
dense, spreading and aligned osteoblasts existed on
the PLLA films covered with Col I as the outermost
layer (Figure 8a). The actin filament distribution was
fully spread in PP(HC)5 film (Figure 8a). Moreover,
all of the actin filaments with regular directions in
PP(HC)5 film were well-defined and the actin microfilament system ran parallel to the long axis of the
cells while it ran in irregular directions in the other
groups (Figure 8b, 8c, 8d). This probably indicates
weak cellular adhesion on other samples as compared to Col I ending ones. As well known, Col I is
a structural protein present in the ECM and is extensively used to form scaffolds or films as promoter
for cell adhesion, spreading and so on [36]. The natural structure of collagen fibers are proved to
enhance cell attachment to synthetic surfaces [38]
and it has been reported that fibroblasts align along
oriented collagen fibril matrices via contact guidance [39, 40].

3.5. Cell morphology
Scanning electron microscope (SEM, JSM26390LV)
images after osteoblast cultured for 3 and 5 days
were shown in Figure 7, some of the cells on the
control PLLA (Figure 7d, 7h) film seemed to be
shrinkage and detached from the substrate, and the
cell number was also very small. On the other hand,
the osteoblast on the PP(HC)5 (Figure7a, 7e), PP
(Figure 7c, 7g) and PP(HC)5H (Figure 7b, 7f) films
displayed flatten shapes and a spreading morphology on the substrate, while the forming of confluent
and aligned cell layers during the observation time

3.6. Alkaline phosphatase (ALP activity)
In accordance with expectations, the ALP level
increased in all cultures. Cells cultured on the
PP(HC)5 films presented highest activity of ALP
than the other three groups at 7th and 14th day which
was shown in Figure 9. However there were no significant differences between PP and PP(HC)5 H
groups. While the activity of ALP on the control
PLLA film was the lowest among all the samples. It
demonstrated that after the modification of the
PLLA, especially with the Col I terminated films,
the present of ALP was obviously improved.

Figure 5. Cell viability (MTT assay) of osteoblasts cultured
for 2, 4, 6 days respectively; results are the
means±SD of three independent experiments,
[n = 5, *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001]
Table 3. The viability of osteoblast cultured on different
kinds of films for 3 and 5 days respectively [%];
results are the means±SD of three independent
experiments
Samples
P
PP
PP(HC)5
PP(HC)5H

3 days
66.78±4.76
76.47±5.41
96.45±3.87
81.21±3.90

5 days
64.56±3.78
71.80±4.10
95.47±2.17
74.69±2.98
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Figure 6. Calcein-AM/PI live/dead staining of osteoblast on PP(HC)5 (a 3 days, e 5 days), PP(HC)5H (b 3 days, f 5 days),
PP (c 3 days, g 5 days) and P (d 3 days, h 5 days) film respectively. Live cells stain green and dead cells stain red.
(Original magnification $200)

4. Conclusions

To improve the cell biocompatibility and cell affinity of PLLA films, the extracellular matrix components HA and Col I have been successfully deposited
onto the PEI modified PLLA films using LBL

assembly technique. The buildup of multilayer films
exhibits a linear growth regime with the successive
layer depositions, the Col I terminated samples leading to a uniform and relative aligned fibril network
covering on the surface of the PLLA film. WCA
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Figure 7. SEM image of osteoblast morphology on PP(HC)5 (a, e); PP(HC)5H (b, f); 0L (c, g); PLLA (d, h) film for 3 and
5 days respectively

results showed that after the LBL modification, the
hydrophilicity of the film was dramatically enhanced.
Cell viability and proliferation were apparently
improved after LBL modification of the PLLA film.
Moreover, cells presented highest viability, proliferation and ALP expression on the Col I terminated
films, and osteoblast extensions were found to be
directed by contact guidance of the aligned Col I
fibrils. This study further demonstrated that the coat-

ing of ECM on to the organic PLLA film surface
dramatically improved its cell compatibility. Comparing with conventional coating methods, polyelectrolyte multilayer is easy to prepare using LBL
technique. Therefore, it may be an ideal choice to
construct ECM-based films or 3D scaffolds for tissue engineering. Moreover, these very flexible systems may allow broad applications for improve the
bioactivity of polymeric materials.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 8. CLSM image of osteoblast cultured on PP(HC)5 (a); PP(HC)5H (b); PP (c); P (d) films for 7 days. F-actin was
stained in red, nucleuses was stained in blue. (Original magnification $400)
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